Markley
Connect to greater possibilities
We are New England’s premier provider of mission-critical, full-service colocation and custom cloud services.


Meeting the needs of each and every client: it’s what drives Markley forward.

At Markley, everything we do is driven by a single goal: building strong, lasting connections. How do we do it? By connecting our clients with best-in-class infrastructure, facilities, and services that ensure performance and reliability. By investing in technology, equipment, and people with an eye on long-term sustainability and success, not short-term profits. By forming collaborative, open relationships with our clients, and hiring people with deep expertise and passion for their work.

We understand that data is one of your most crucial business assets, with the power to help you reach your strategic goals and capture new opportunities. At Markley, we’re committed to helping you make the most of your data—so that you can connect to greater possibilities.
A premier, client-focused experience

Connect with a team that goes above and beyond—every time

Imagine working with a company where employees truly love what they do, and share that enthusiasm every day. A place where fairness and respect can be seen and felt in every interaction. Where forming collaborative, long-term relationships is as important as building world-class infrastructure and facilities.

Markley is that place. Every member of our team—from CEO on down—goes above and beyond to provide thoughtful, effective solutions built around the specific needs of each client. From creating custom build-outs to meeting aggressive timelines, no project is too large, and no request is too small. We do whatever it takes to deliver service that you just won’t find anywhere else.

24/7 INFRASTRUCTURE SUPPORT

Markley technicians are available 24x7 to remotely assist clients with their data center and infrastructure needs. Our support services include:

• Critical alarm response
• Test-assist and fault-locate services on connections
• On-call shipping and receiving for equipment
• Live after-hours support in our network operations center (no third-party ticket generation)
• Rebooting servers, installing cables, tape backup rotation, replacing drives, power supplies, and other items
Delivering unmatched solutions

Get connected to the industry’s best facilities and infrastructure

You’re investing in your business with an eye on sustainability and long-term success. At Markley, so are we. We are proud to be considered one of the most forward-thinking companies in the industry, and every day we build on our technology leadership and deep expertise to stay one step ahead.

Whether it’s constant upgrades to our infrastructure, aggressive expansion of our data center network and cloud capabilities, or a commitment to keeping our technicians and specialists in-house, we are always seeking new and better ways to strengthen our facilities, infrastructure, and service. And because we’re a privately held company, we’re driven to look at the big picture, not the next quarter.

At Markley, the focus is always on investing for the future. That means unmatched performance, reliability, and security, and the industry’s most innovative, effective solutions.

Boston key features:
- 920,000 square feet
- High-security facility
- Carrier neutral
- 90+ network providers
- 24x7 on-site staff and security
- 30MW of utility power backed up by UPS and generator
- 2N UPS and Max Loop (6 [N+1]) cooling systems
- Customized colocation solutions
- High-density solutions for high-performance computing

Lowell key features:
- High-security facility
- 2N UPS, cooling and generator backup
- 3x Dark Fiber routes to One Summer for full carrier access to 90+ network providers
- Multiple power entrances from two utility substations
- 24x7 on-site staff and security
- Personal property tax exemption on equipment

Our best-in-class data center network provides unmatched performance and reliability, backed by one of the most responsive, experienced teams in the business.
Performance, security, and reliability

*Our uptime, all-the-time reputation means you’ll connect with confidence*

As New England’s largest, most comprehensive multi-tenant, mission-critical data center and carrier hotel, we provide facilities, services, and expertise that deliver unparalleled performance. Our clients have access to dedicated dark fiber networks, redundant power supplies, state-of-the-art security, and a wide range of service providers. And our on-site, 24x7 engineers and technicians ensure uninterrupted, reliable, and secure power and service.

Markley Cloud is an enterprise-class Infrastructure-as-a-Service solution that maximizes performance, reduces upfront capital expenses, and increases speed to market. It offers high availability, consistent performance, strong security, and unparalleled service, and provides flexible storage and compute resources that can scale as your business grows.

We guarantee 100 percent uptime, and back it up with the industry’s best Service Level Agreement. It’s why clients turn to us to protect their critical data, and why they stay with us year after year. One look at our track record, infrastructure, and deeply experienced team, and you’ll see why choosing Markley means connecting with confidence.
A full range of services

Connect with a partner who can support all your data needs

Data center
Our carrier-neutral data center facilities provide colocation infrastructure by the cabinet, cage, or dedicated suite, as well as access to dedicated dark-fiber networks, redundant power supplies, state-of-the-art security, and a wide range of service providers.

Cloud/hybrid cloud
Markley’s enterprise-class Infrastructure-as-a-Service solution is fully customizable and features a direct fiber connection from your cabinet to the cloud. That means a highly secure, low-latency, and unmetered connection where it is possible to push/pull as much data as needed at no additional cost. Markley Cloud empowers clients to maximize compute efficiencies, manage costs, and take control of their virtual assets.

Connectivity
As New England’s main telecommunications facility, we offer a broad list of more than 90 domestic and international network providers. Direct access through professionally managed Cross Connect Rooms to multiple fiber entrances means seamless connections to domestic and international carriers, content providers, and established enterprises.

Peering
Allowing for both low and high-speed connections, our Boston Internet Exchange provides a unique IP peering network across a proprietary switching fabric. It optimizes network performance, reduces latency, and eliminates unnecessary costs associated with intermediary networks.

Carriers
We are home to New England’s largest network of regional, national, and international carriers. Our Cross Connect Rooms provide secure access to a dynamic and growing community of worldwide carriers and other businesses.

Colocation
Our customizable suite and cage designs for housing IT infrastructure are protected by state-of-the-art, uninterruptable power and backup systems. We support high-density applications, and offer dark fiber availability, highly redundant power and cooling, and tailored security levels.

Disaster recovery
Our disaster recovery services offer clients a duplicate of their IT infrastructure in the cloud that can take over the responsibilities of a disabled system. We provide a highly resilient, geographically diverse disaster recovery scheme with a low RPO and RTO.

Data destruction and recycling
Markley’s comprehensive data destruction services render all sensitive media unusable and properly destroyed, while our recycling services provide an efficient and responsible “end of life” solution for digital media disposal.

GET CONNECTED WITH MARKLEY
We’ll work with you to create a solution that addresses all your data needs, and helps you move your business forward.

[617] 451-6664
markleygroup.com
@MarkleyBoston
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